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Explore Possession, Exorcism, and Hauntings from the Roman Catholic perspective as guided

by Adam Blai. Mr. Blai is an auxiliary member of the International Association of Exorcists, a

peritus of religious demonology and exorcism in the Roman Catholic church, and he trains

priests in exorcism and deliverance on a national level in the United States. He has worked on

demonic cases for about 10 years and has combined this with his professional training in adult

clinical psychology, brain research experience, and clinical exposure to mental illness. This

unique perspective and experience has been summarized here for the public audience.

About the AuthorAdam Blai is a modern religious demonologist who trains priests in exorcism

at the national level. He is a peritus of the Roman Catholic Church in exorcism and religious

demonology as well as an auxiliary member of the International Association of Exorcists. He

has a Masters in adult clinical psychology and has worked in forensic and community clinical

settings. He has performed hundreds of psychological evaluations and worked with the full

range of mental illnesses. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Possession, Exorcism, and HauntingsbyAdam C. Blai, M.S.February 2014Copyright 2014

Adam C. Blai, M.S.Peritus of religious demonology and the ministry of exorcism to the Diocese

of PittsburghAuxiliary member of the International Association of ExorcistsOn the cover: a

modified version of Raphael’s painting “Saint Michael” (1505).This book is intended to help

educate the public on possession, exorcism, and hauntings from a Roman Catholic

perspective. This is not a “how to” book for working on cases but an introduction to a

perspective. That being said the reader should come away with knowledge that will help them

avoid spiritual problems and have insight into how cases are resolved.I have been involved in

assisting people with demonic and human spirit cases for almost ten years. I’ve assisted at

dozens and dozens of solemn exorcisms. I’m involved in teaching priests about exorcism on a

national level and I consult on many possession cases every year. I’m an auxiliary member of

the International Association of Exorcists and a Peritus of religious demonology and exorcism

by formal decree of my Bishop.This book does not make one qualified to deal with demonic

cases, nor does it make one an exorcist or a demonologist. Please understand that I cannot

get personally involved in every case. It is ineffective and unethical to diagnose cases

remotely. It is best to work with your local spiritual leader if you have a potential problem. In

that case my hope is this book will help you and your family to do your part as you are assisted

by your local spiritual leader.I have a pastoral manual for priests addressing all of the case

types referenced here. It will be sent free to Catholic clergy upon request. My email is

adamblai@hotmail.com. My website for the public is www.religiousdemonology.comAdam

BlaiPART 1: THEORYGENERAL CONSIDERATIONS Introduction Fundamental concepts

and summary statements The question of demons and human spirits Types of spiritual

intervention Exorcism and deliverance ministry Rules that demons operate under Rules

that we should operate under Medical and mental illnessHUMAN SPIRIT HAUNTING

Human spirit haunting Resolving human spirit hauntingDEMONIC INFESTATION Demonic

infestation Resolving demonic infestationDEMONIC OPPRESSION Demonic oppression

Resolving demonic oppressionDEMONIC POSSESSION Demonic possession Case types

and resolutionPART 2: PRAYERSPRAYERS The Litany of the Saints Abbreviated office for

the dead The Magnificat The Saint Michael prayer for the faithfulRENUNCIATIONS

RenunciationsRENEWALS Renewal of Baptismal PromisesAppendix Common questions

and the answers Suggested readingPart 1:TheoryGENERAL

CONSIDERATIONSIntroduction The world is becoming decreasingly religious and has

lain down the sword of spiritual combat in all but a small number of contexts. The Catholic

Church has always maintained that Satan and the fallen angels are real. They are personal

beings and not just a privation of good, or merely the evil in people’s hearts. Jesus was very

clear about the reality of the devil and demonstrated in seven major gospel accounts how to do

exorcisms. He differentiated between healings of natural illness, healings of the effects of sin,

and the casting out of demons. Jesus empowered and explicitly charged his disciples to cast

out demons as part of their mission before he ascended to heaven. The Church responded to

his command and performed many exorcisms from the very first days. Exorcism was an

integral part of baptism into the Church. These early exorcisms were done by the lay people; it

was over centuries of experience that the Church wisely limited the ministry to select priests

with proper traits and training.Catechism 391 and 392:391 Behind the disobedient choice of

our first parents lurks a seductive voice, opposed to God, which makes them fall into death out

of envy.266 Scripture and the Church's Tradition see in this being a fallen angel, called "Satan"



or the "devil".267 The Church teaches that Satan was at first a good angel, made by God: "The

devil and the other demons were indeed created naturally good by God, but they became evil

by their own doing."392 Scripture speaks of a sin of these angels.269 This "fall" consists in the

free choice of these created spirits, who radically and irrevocably rejected God and his reign.

We find a reflection of that rebellion in the tempter's words to our first parents: "You will be like

God."270 The devil "has sinned from the beginning"; he is "a liar and the father of lies".

Canon 1172 addresses the reality of Satan and exorcism:“No one can perform exorcisms

legitimately upon the possessed unless he has obtained special and express permission from

the local ordinary. 2. The local ordinary is to give this permission only to a presbyter who has

piety, knowledge, prudence, and integrity of life.”In 1986 John Paul the second gave a talk in

which he reminded the faithful about the dangers of the devil, including possession.In 1992 Fr.

Gabriel Amorth and a small group of priests formed the International Association of Exorcists.

This group has grown each year, providing training to priests appointed by their Bishops, as

well as a handful of lay people. There are now more than 200 members. This is a private

organization.On November 12th of 2010 the US Bishops held a Conference on the Liturgical

and Pastoral Practice of Exorcism at their national meeting in Baltimore. This conference was

attended by Bishops, exorcists, and a few lay people sent by their Bishops. While the Church

has been responding to the Holy Spirit and re-learning how to combat evil spirits the world has

been re-discovering spirits in a different way. There has been a new spiritualist movement that

has exploded into all forms of media in the United States, as well as many other countries.

This has normalized spirit communication for the masses with no concomitant formation on the

rules of the spiritual world or its dangers. Tens of thousands of people are forming “paranormal

investigation groups” and seeking out spiritual manifestations and communication. Instead of

mediums, pendulums, or talking boards, people now use digital recorders and other modern

technology. Many of the cases the Church responds to occur as a result of these

practices.Fundamental concepts and summary statementsMany people have ideas about the

spiritual world and demons based on movies, television, or popular books. Since

entertainment is a business usually more interested in selling sensationalism than sober truth

many common errors are perpetuated. In order to form a correct and effective perspective one

needs to understand:The spiritual world is legalistic.There are rules that spirits operate

under.The rules were created by God.God is always present and always in charge of what

spirits are allowed to do. (Demons are not running loose free to do whatever they

want.)Human spirits in purgatory limit their communication to a need for help (prayer for them)

or some unfinished restitution of a sinful act they did. There are rare exceptions to this but

generally if there is ongoing dialogue it is not a human spirit.Demons are limited to whatever

legal rights people have given them by their free will choices.Since God does not violate

people’s free will they can choose to form a relationship with demons, even if they are baptized

Christians.Once legal rights have been given to demons to be active those rights have to be

removed before they can be cast away.The free will choices of parents for their children can

give legal rights for interaction. The good version of this is baptism; the bad version is when

parents consecrate their children to the enemy.The free will choices of ancestors for their

family line can give legal rights for interaction. Legal rights in these cases can be renounced

by the current generation on behalf of the one that caused the problem in the past.Spiritual

problems are corrective experiences allowed by God to educate and correct us, like correcting

a child’s understanding so they don’t get hurt again. This is why cases sometimes linger until

the people change their lives and grow closer to God in their behavior and hearts.Demons

were cast down to earth, not hell, to roam here until the final judgment (Revelations 12:8).



They are allowed to tempt people as their normal activity, which provides an opportunity for

free will to be exercised. There are some summary statements that should address common

questions and clarify expectations:There are basically five types of spiritual cases: souls in

purgatory signaling a need for prayer (hauntings), demons pretending to be human souls,

demonic infestations of places, demonic oppression of people, and demonic possession of

people.There is only the trinity, human souls, holy angels, fallen angels, and damned souls.

There are no other types of spirits, but demons will masquerade as whatever type of spirit will

engender sympathy or interaction.Supposed human spirits that engage in dialogue beyond

asking for help are demons pretending to be human souls.The way to resolve a human spirit

haunting is to pray for the dead. This means asking forgiveness for their sins and offering up

prayers for the remission of their sins. Talking to the dead doesn’t help, is forbidden in the

Bible, and generally leads to problems.There is no “magic wand” to deal with demonic

problems. People often want a quick fix without doing any work or changing their lives. This

doesn’t happen because the legal rights the demons have usually involve the life and choices

of the person being afflicted.Demonic infestations should be addressed by trained clergy as

they often involve house exorcisms.Demonic oppression is best addressed through correcting

the spiritual life and fully participating in the Sacraments. Deliverance prayer is sometimes

needed after the spiritual life is corrected.Demonic possession is when the demon has gained

the right to take over the body. The demon may be in the body but unable to take it over.

Being in the body is not the same as possession.Demonic possession is treated with solemn

exorcism, which can only be done by a priest with the permission of their Bishop.The question

of demons and human spiritsThe question of the reality of the spiritual world is a central theme

of human life. In almost every religion there is teaching about the after-life, and some part of

the person that has an ongoing awareness after the body dies. Most religions have some

version of exorcism and demons. In Islam there are exorcisms for spirits called djinn, in

Judaism there are exorcisms on spirits called demons and those called dybbuk, in Buddhism

there are exorcisms on “animal spirits”, and in many faiths of India and Africa there are

exorcisms. These and other examples in the Anthropological literature make it clear that it is

almost a universally held belief that there is a class of non-human, deceptive, troublesome

spirits that have to be forced away from people that they form relationships with.Catholicism is

clear on the existence of a soul that survives the body, an accounting before God, and an

eternal condition in either heaven or hell. Purgatory is also understood: a temporary condition

for the soul that has “passed” personal judgment but still has sins to pay for before attaining the

beatific vision. There is a Catholic tradition of praying for the dead in order to speed this

purgation.Many of the saints wrote of apparitions of souls appearing before them asking for

prayer, penance, or Masses in reparation for their sins. After these are completed the saint

was often allowed a final visitation from these souls as they ascended to heaven. There are

Church approved books describing many instances of souls manifesting to the living to signal

their need for prayer. Purgatory by Fr. F.X. Schouppe, S.J. is one example.Though souls in

purgatory have been allowed to speak to the saints, that is usually not the situation for the

average person. The Bible is clear about the prohibition against speaking to the dead

(Deuteronomy 18:10-13). Doing so represents a loss of trust in God and seeking to bypass

Him by consulting a lesser spirit or medium as a source of comfort, guidance, and trust. This is

therefore a violation of the first commandment. In the cases of the saints they did not call up

the spirits or seek guidance, information, or comfort from them. Once the request for prayer

was made communication stopped on both sides. It is interesting to note that in most cases of

spirit communication done by “paranormal investigators” the first thing said by the spirit is “help



me.” Sadly most people do not know how to pray for the dead and so no help is forthcoming.

Any communication beyond “help me,” or some other request for prayer, is almost certainly

demonic deception.Souls in purgatory usually signal the living for help by moving objects that

are known to be connected to that soul, manifesting when their issues are mentioned, or

appearing with distress on their face and being silent. If something claims to be a human soul

and wants to have a conversation, answer questions, or deepen a relationship, it is a demon.

Experience has made it clear that demons pretend to be human souls in order to lure people

into relationships with them. They might pretend to be a relative, a famous dead person, a

“spirit guide”, a “guardian angel”, a “totem animal”, etc. If it wants a personal relationship, it is

a demon.Types of spiritual interventionUnderlying assumptions about affecting the spiritual

world are very important because they shape intent. The two basic approaches to the spiritual

world are magical thinking and religious thinking. The essential difference is a focus on self or

God.Magical thinking assumes that if one knows enough information and then applies it

through proper execution of behaviors and willpower a result will happen. There is usually no

explicit need for God but sometimes the power of God, usually in the form of angels or the

name of God, are presumed to be recruited to serve the will of the person. These approaches

vary quite a bit but essentially address how to force one’s will onto the world, a form of

personal power. These systems often appeal to adolescents that feel powerless and have a

need to individuate. One error that Christians sometimes make along these lines is to say that

anything commanded to a demon in the name of Jesus must be obeyed, period. Experience

shows that this is not the case with demons. If it were that easy exorcisms and deliverance

sessions would be over in one sentence.Religious thinking assumes that God is the only

authority and active agent, and people serve God’s will. In the religious approach one tries to

be sure that any request fits God’s rules and ways. If so, one prays and asks God to do some

action, then waits to see if God chooses to answer that prayer. This is a deprecatory prayer, or

a request. The person is completely subservient to God in this approach as they understand

that they are powerless on their own. The imprecatory language seen in exorcism involves

direct commands, but in the name of Jesus, not the priest himself. Jesus exorcises the demon,

not the man who is a priest.Many people who seek out an exorcist have a magical thinking

mindset, though they don’t realize this. They assume that if they find the “right” priest with

enough “power” then their problem will be solved. They often assume that only an exorcism,

and nothing less, will help them. This is placing human power, or mechanistic ritual, before

their relationship with God. This may be part of why they have not received the assistance

from God that they seek.  God may be trying to correct their relationship with Him.

True Ghost Stories & Hauntings: Real Catholic Exorcisms, The Believer: Alien Encounters,

Hard Science, and the Passion of John Mack

Ralph Osgood, “A practical guide for the Catholic. A short and useful guide to the Catholic

approach to the elements of the title. The author's goal is not to attract the reader with hair

raising stories, but rather to provide practical advise on what to do and what not to do. In

several situations, he leaves things out on purpose - essentially indicating a need to know

restriction. My only criticism is that the text can be repetitive, but as a "manual" trying to
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convey critical points, probably this too is not a bad way to have written it. A take home

message for the ordinary "curious" Catholic is here - allowing the reader to not overly fear such

things, yet giving practical advice on how to avoid common mistakes in dealing with the dark

ones among us.”

Bert R, “A Religious Perspective for dealing with the Spiritual Wrold. It is an educational book

written by one who is both qualified and experienced in dealing with the spiritual world, and

outlines the dangers of messing around with trying to associate with the dead. The world of

Demons and evil spirits is real, lasting, and often cannot be dislodged from your home; If

haunted, you'll wish you never encouraged them to enter your life by playing with Ouija boards

and the like. As the author writes " There is no "magic wand" to deal with demonic problems.It

is a powerful book that also brings out the need to deal with spirits from a religious standpoint,

for both good spirits and evil ones, and that the only effective way to respond to paranormal

experiences is through prayer, and having an absolute trust in God.”

Luke Reid, “An excellent introduction to Religious Demonology.. I thought that this was an

excellent book. Adam Blai certainly seems to know his subject well. So many books on

exorcism are all about sensationalism and cheap scares, this book isn't like that at all. Blai

gives a very sober, professional and thorough run through of the basics of haunting,

infestation, oppression and possession. He seems to be genuinely concerned about educating

the public while at the same time keeping the public safe - he actually leaves out some of the

more salacious details to that end.This is one of the few books I've read that deals with the

topic of human hauntings as well as demonic infestations. The book details in a clear and easy

to understand way just how to tell human activity from demonic activity. Advice is given as to

how demons enter into people's lives, how they remain there and how they may be removed. I

wouldn't say however that this is a "handbook" on exorcism rather it is a basic primer on

religious demonology that educates and warns the public on how to identify demonic activity

and how help may be provided once identification is made.Part one of the book discusses

haunting, infestation, oppression and possession. Part two of the book contains prayers that

could be used in cases of haunting, infestation and oppression. Possession and exorcism

however need to be left to the experts and so little information is given into the actual process

of a Major Exorcism. The book is very faithful to the teachings and laws of the Church and it is

clear that Blai is operating entirely within the framework that the Catholic Church provides. As a

Catholic myself I found this reassuring.I found that the Kindle version had quite a few spelling

and grammatical errors but in my experience that is not so unusual for Kindle versions. It didn't

detract from my reading. All in all I would highly recommend this book for anyone interested in

religious demonology. It should be a text at seminary.”

Chaz Francois, “Great overview!. This book sets the record straight; cutting through all the lies

and popular misunderstanding about demons and their activity. When you finish reading this,

you will basically learn to leave all the work to the experts and not think that you can "take on

the demons". It particularly warns against latest popular trends to consult with the dead and

other occult activity.”

Augusto50, “This book or rather handbook is a must read for .... This book or rather handbook

is a must read for those interested in the issue of exorcism. This is not a novel or a piece of

fiction. The author gives us a concise but clear exposition of the reasons for exorcisms and

warns us about the dangers of wandering into the spiritual realms without the required



preparation. Excellent resource.”

Tom M, “No nonsense.... Just the facts. This book is short and sweet. If you are looking for

sensationalized accounts of witnessed exorcisms and poltergeist type hauntings, you will be

disappointed. If you are interested in learning why these things happen, why God allows them

to happen and what can be done to help those afflicted, you will find your answers here.

Understand that these answers come from the Roman Catholic perspective and as Mr. Blai

explains, are the result of two thousand years of written and oral Church  tradition.”

Dawn, “Excellent!. This book was excellently written and formatted in a clear, organized, and

easy to follow and understand way, appropriate even for the laity ( of which I am a part) to be

able to read and gain practical insights from. Highly recommend! Useful prayers and a renewal

of Baptismal Vows also contained. A useful book in any Catholic library, would certainly

recommend to Protestants and the nonpracticing Christian as well...”

robert osb, “This is extremely instructive and readable. It deals with .... This is extremely

instructive and readable. It deals with an extremely important topic and one that is highly

misunderstood. If you want to be clear about the Catholic Church's teaching and understanding

about the demonic it invaluable. Essential reading for any Catholic priest.”

The book by Chuck Missler has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 71 people have provided feedback.
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